ADT Africa is a mineral exploration, geotechnical, geothermal and water drilling company. In addition
the company performs related services including civil, earth moving works both onshore and offshore
(dredging), camps and access roads.
Its African based operations support the continents goals of extraction of minerals and water
production by providing safe high-efficiency drilling services to mining, construction, geothermal and
water to communities.
We are a leader specifically in East and Central Africa, where we operate one of the largest and
most advanced rig fleet and support services. Our focus on state-of-the-art engineering solutions and
our expertise covers many drilling areas from high pressure and high temperature drilling to
technical limit drilling and directional drilling. Our in-house engineering department modifies existing
rigs, ensuring that our equipment delivers exactly what our customers need.
We are ISO certificated and dedicated to delivering lower total well costs for our customers by
conducting a safe and efficient operation, and we continuously monitor and evaluate customer
satisfaction and feedback.
Our 90% African born employees are what differentiate us from international competition. Therefore,
we invest in the latest training equipment applying the most efficient training methods to ensure that
our people are always properly trained to undertake operations in a safe manner.
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Established in 2004
Headquarter: Kampala, Uganda
Offices: Kampala, Doko, Nairobi, Kigali, Juba
Own and operate 16 rigs
Employees: we employ around 110 people,
including contractors

Fleet information

Environment, Health & Safety
ADT Africa’s objective is to promote a working
environment where health, safety and environmental awareness are fundamental parts of the
corporate culture.
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Diamond

ADT Africa has one of the youngest and most
advanced rig fleets in the region. We currently
operate 16 drilling rig units including rigs that
can be mounted onto boats and pontoons for
offshore drilling for geotechnical testing.

The health and safety of employees, contractors,
clients, visitors, and the local communities
affected by ADT activities is a key priority.

We have expanded our fleet to 8 diamond core
rigs which are able to operate in depths that
exceed 2,000m.

Contact Us
ADT Africa Limited

Plot 321, Kyaggwe Degeya, Namanve Industrial Park
P.O. Box 1023, Kampala Uganda.
+256-414-221565
office@adtafrica.com

Disclaimer: This fact sheet has been prepared as at
25th September 2017. It speaks as of such date only and is
strictly limited to the matters explicitly stated herein. ADT Africa
assumes no obligation to review or update this fact sheet.

